Introduction.
By an interval / we shall understand a finite interval of the type a^x^b.
If Ui(x), Ui(x), • • , u n (x) are real functions possessing finite derivatives of the first t orders in an interval / and O^s^t, we call the functional matrix The principal result we obtain is that iî n^s^t and the Wronskian matrix of order 5 for n arbitrary functions Ui(x), Ui(x), • • • , u n (x) of class 1 C (0 in an interval J has constant rank n y there exists a function u n+ i(x) of class C (t) such that the extended matrix M 8 (ui, • • • , u n +i) has constant rank n + l'm J. We employ a theorem of Curtiss 2 which may be stated in the form: From the extension property of Wronskian matrices we obtain a sufficient condition, in terms of the rank of a certain functional matrix, that an arbitrary set of functions having suitable class properties be solutions of an ordinary homogeneous linear differential equation.
2. Lemmas. We first prove two lemmas. 
and let
The g's are of class C (n) in their respective intervals of definition and
is of class C (n) in the interval -l_^gl and satisfies the prescribed conditions. ,b-è^x^b;vW(b) 
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Therefore the function
satisfies the conditions of the lemma. 
This leads us to ask: does (1) have a solution of class
We give a counter-example.
Example. Let / be the interval Org#^2 and take u{x) = \-x, K(x) = 1 +11 -x\ 1/2 . Then the differential equation (1) becomes
for which the general solution in the interval 0^#<1 is
where c is constant. Thus
and lima;-i_o 3>'(#) does not exist, so that the differential equation (2) has no solution of class C' defined in the interval 0^#^2.
We now consider the special case of extending a Wronskian matrix of n columns and n + 1 rows which has rank n throughout an interval J.
(t è n) in an interval J and their Wronskian matrix of order n has rank n at every point of J, there exists a function u n+ \(x) of class C (t) such that M n (ui, ---y u n+ i) has rank n + 1 throughout J.
from Theorem C that W(ui, • • • , u n ) has at most a finite number of zeros in /. Denote by
the cofactor of y (r) in the determinant W{u\, • • • , u n , y) in which y is unknown. If we prove the existence of a function K(x) which is nonzero and of class C (t~n) in J for which the differential equation
has a solution defined in /, we shall have proved our theorem since the coefficients in (4) are of class C (t~n) . If f n (x) does not vanish in ƒ, standard existence theorems apply for arbitrary 
is of class C (t) in / and is a solution of (4) with K(x) defined by (7). In the following theorem we consider the general case of extending a Wronskian matrix. Since M s (u\, ---, u n , qt) has rank « + 1 throughout the interval Ci-ô^x^Ci + ô by (10), PT(wi, •••,«», qt) has isolated zeros in this interval. Thus, for some e>0 with e^S, 
is of class C ( '\ and M s (ui, • • • , w n , 3/1) has rank w + 1 at every point of the interval a^x^Ci + e since £i(#) is a solution of (13) and the determinant Ai, ri does not vanish in the interval Ci -e^x^Ci + e by (10).
In J 2 the differential equation 
